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INSPIRATI ON

JUST A
BARN
It may be just a barn, but it’s also an
inspiring, equity-building structure that
solves storage problems and enhances
lifestyles. It can inspire a new lease on
life as the garage you always needed,
the ideal garden shed, a guesthouse or
studio, a she shed, man cave or warm
and welcoming shelter for beloved
animals. Today, sheds, barns and
garages are faster, better and cheaper,
so it is easier than ever to be part of this
heartwarming and useful tradition.

SKYLINE, 10'x10'. SmartSide with Driftwood stain and Turquoise accents, 20"x36"
and 28"x29" wood windows, Cottage Stall door and Weathered Wood shingles.
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We know little about the mystery cabin on the cover
except that its boarded-up windows (or doors?) are
odd and that someone loves it enough to hang an
appropriately delicate wreath.
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matches most homes
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See how a celebrity chef puts a
barn to use, perfect with her handbuilt clay oven.
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2"x6"

on center,
joists on edge

EARTH
FRIENDLY
PROCESSES

SOMERSET, 12'x16'. SmartSide, Barn Red,
Medium Gray shingles, Craftsman Braced double
doors, Craftsman Pushbar single door, 24"x36"
aluminum windows and Crossbar shutters.
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stains + paints
✔ The look you want, any siding
Baked-on paint and stain finishes for pine, SmartSide
and SmartLap.
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New stains for SmartSide and SmartLap
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STRENGTH

C ONT ENT S
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WHERE IT COUNTS
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ENGINEERED WOOD = PROVABLE STRENGTH.
1. Engineered wood is MUCH stronger, eliminating
the natural splits along the grain. Strength tests
are shocking – a standard ¾" LP SmartFloor in a
10'x20' barn has a 40,000-pound live load rating –
about five times what most housing codes require.
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2. Engineered wood STAYS stronger. SmartFloor has
world-class resistance to moisture, termites and
fungus. To a termite, that heavy plank floor that
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looks so beefy is nothing but a bigger meal.
Would you build a bridge today without engineering
it? Engineered wood is bringing similarly provable
strength to building construction.
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with copper roofing, paired stains
and an extra-large cupola.
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Playhouse to enchant your children
and make your yard the center of
the neighborhood.
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WHEN ONE 6-FOOT HINGE REPLACES
TWO WIMPY LITTLE HINGES.
Our exclusive six-foot piano hinge gives you serious security.
Anyone who thinks he will “just take the hinges off” is in for a
surprise. Besides that, a single long hinge means the door
operates smoothly for longer. Why think about a hinge?
Because it’s a weak point on many barns. Not ours.

©2017 JDM. All rights reserved.
Reproduction without permission is prohibited.
Printing does not allow for absolutely accurate hue
representation. See your dealer for actual samples.

INSPIRE
DO YOU WANT A BARN TO HOLD HEAVY STUFF AND CLOSE UP TIGHT? YOU’VE COME TO THE RIGHT PLACE.
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BUILD BETTER

THE WOOD WHISPERER

Inside And Out

Guest interview with Leigh Smith, LP Corporation

LEIGH, COULD YOU EXPLAIN TREATED ENGINEERED WOOD?
“Untreated wood was a huge problem for generations, and when modern
chemistry allowed us to treat wood, it revolutionized the building industry.
We took this a huge step forward by developing SmartGuard, an
advanced, environmentally-friendly treatment specifically for engineered
wood. Today, treated engineered wood, especially with SmartGuard, is
indispensable to lengthening the life and structural soundness of
buildings everywhere.”

ROOF
Keeps it cooler
and brighter

WHAT PART DOES LP PLAY IN THE ENGINEERED WOOD
INDUSTRY? “We pioneered treated and engineered wood, creating
construction materials that look good and stand up to the elements.
We are a global leader in materials engineered for barns, sheds and
homes. No one else makes more products engineered specifically for
accessory buildings.”

WALLS
Gives a brighter,
cleaner look

MAYBE THIS IS A DUMB QUESTION, BUT WHY NOT JUST CUT UP A
TREE? “You could, but with more sophisticated processes, we can use the
entire log from fast-growing trees that regrow quickly in SFI Certified
Forests, managed to optimize timber’s splendid ability to renew itself.”
WHAT ELSE GOES INTO A GREAT BARN? “We couldn’t do it without
you! People in the barn industry recognize your innovative design and
construction and high quality paint application. With world-class
materials, impressive designs and solid construction, your customers
always get a great barn, whether big or small!”

WAXES

Leigh Smith, Segment Marketing Manager,
LP Corporation, talked to us from the company’s
international headquarters about treated, engineered
wood and how it is essential to building today.

FLOOR
Off ers a tough,
pro-grade finish

OVERLAY

SMARTGUARD & YOUR ENVIRONMENT
1. L
 P SmartSide products are made from wood – a renewable, natural
resource.
2. L
 P relies on small, fast-growing trees that can be replenished more
quickly than older, larger trees.
3. L
 P uses SFI Certified Forest Management systems to ensure that wood
comes from well-managed forests.
4. L
 P uses the entire log. Wood waste is repurposed or used as fuel for
the mills.

PROVEN PERFORMANCE
Treated engineered wood materials from LP® Outdoor Building Solutions® feature innovations
to deliver years of toughness and beauty.

5. L
 P uses only low-emitting, safe resins while making SmartSide and
does not add formaldehyde.

QUALITY YOU CAN SEE
LP's lineup of shed materials is backed by exceptional warranties.

ZINC BORATE
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BINDERS

SMARTGUARD ® LP's products
use treated wood strand technology with
advanced binders, wax and SmartGuard,
a proprietary zinc borate, to resist
moisture, fungal decay and termites.

LPShed.com

©2015 Louisiana-Pacific Corporation. All rights reserved.
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FROM T HE EDI TOR

When we are lucky, we know
companies we trust, and we appreciate the good
work they do. I am happy to say that’s the way many people feel about
us, and it starts with something we tried recently to put into words as our
purpose, vision and mission. I am delighted to share an excerpt of these
with you today:
“Our purpose is to reflect the Hand of God in the quality and integrity of
our work, to be His steward in our use of the Earth’s resources, and to witness for Him in
the fairness, honesty and humility of our daily interactions with others.
“Our vision is to use new, efficient, green
building methods and materials to provide
well-designed, well-constructed accessory
buildings, homes and commercial buildings
that solve problems for people and improve
their living conditions.
“Our mission is to treat everyone with respect,
never bragging or exaggerating, helping
buyers make the best choice for their family
or business, being fair and honest in every
transaction, delivering on time, and
exceeding expectations whenever possible.”

A handsome well house, complete with cupola and rooster
weathervane, makes a charming introduction to the farm.

I hope you can see what I mean about being
lucky to find a company like this, and that when you hear “Welcome!” we are genuinely
proud to extend the hand of friendship to you.

Rose Kleidon, Editor
Kleidon Publishing

GET INSPIRED BY

SIGNATURE
Signature is our largest, most popular line, where more is standard, creating a beautiful balance of
cost and quality, as you can see on page 67’s Chart of Standard Features. You can’t go wrong, and
with dozens of models, sizes and options available, you’ll see why we say if it’s a Signature, it’s a
smart choice. Signature matches your house with 6” fascia, dimensional shingles and more siding
choices, including SmartSide, SmartLap, pine cove and vinyl, and all the most asked-for details.

LEXINGTON, 14'x16'. SmartSide siding painted Willow with Soft White trim and accents in Trail Cedarwood stain, steel roof
in Galvanized, 33" and 66" pine doors, 28"x29" wood-framed windows, awning over windows, two plant shelves.
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HALF-AND-HALF
Inside this beautiful backyard Lexington is a divider wall, an easy custom
touch that makes half of it a storage space and the other half a playhouse.
This cost-effective idea gave the family’s young daughters a playhouse.
Inspired by Grace, one of the American Girl movies, they transformed it
into a French bakery and café. It began with a simple coat of Soft White
paint, and when their mother found a well-loved, framed blackboard and
repainted it, voilà, they had a menu board. Add a few nostalgically aged
furnishings, a tea set, an “Open” sign, and the sisters are on their way to a
Parisian cupcake heaven.
On the other side of the wall? Plenty of room for storage and lawn tools.
When the budding bakers have sipped their last cup of imaginary tea
(not anytime soon!), the playhouse will be converted to even more storage.
Très sensible!

DEDICATED TO PLAY?
If a half-and-half barn is not in your plans, turn to our selection of
three KidzSpace playhouse models, pages 47-50, and let your inner crayon
go wild!
VICTORIAN, 8'x10'. Smartside painted Princess Pink with Soft White.
Medium Gray shingles and 14"x21" windows.

The storage side of the new barn.

The owners say, “This divided
barn fits perfectly in our yard,
charms everyone who sees it
and is exactly what we had
planned”.
12
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VINEYARD
VIXEN
This vineyard’s tasting room is a big, 20'x24' barn with a dramatic
cathedral ceiling and a loft overlook with stairs and a railing. On
the outside, stained siding, a coppertop pent roof and a coppertop
cupola set the scene for fine living.

SKYLINE, 20'x24'. Driftwood stain on SmartSide siding, 8' sidewalls, Weathered
Wood shingles, Crossbuck and Cottage Crossbuck pine doors with Trail Bronze
stain, 28"x29" wood windows, decorative hinges, custom pent roof overhang with
copper standing seam steel roofing and 36" heavy-duty braces, corbels, and
custom extra-large coppertop louvered cupola.
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WHERE SHE COOKS
This Aurora, with its beautiful red doors, was built for celebrity chef Kathy Lehr. It has
given her a new classroom in exactly the right spot – near the clay oven that is the
centerpiece for students in her cooking and baking classes.

CLAY OVEN
Chef Kathy Lehr has two specialties, bread baking and clay
oven construction and use. This oven can bake or roast almost
anything, but Lehr would be famed for her artisanal breads in
any case. Taught by Danielle Forestier, legendary baker who
mentored Julia Child in breads, Lehr is “the best bread maker
east of the Mississippi,” according to Forestier.

To inquire about cooking classes or buy a bread-baking DVD, contact
Kathy at taoofdough@neo.rr.com.

The Aurora barn puts tabletop linens, settings and accessories within
easy reach and stores tables and chairs during the winter.
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AURORA, 10'x16'. Pine Cove siding with Trail Smoke stain, Weathered Wood shingles,
72" fiberglass doors with 10 lights and Cherry paint on both sides, 24"x24" aluminum
windows (across back wall), 28"x29" wood-framed windows, cedar flower boxes,
corbels, radiant barrier roof sheathing, workbench and 2' loft.

INSPIRE
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EVERY DETAIL
POLISHED
This modest, 10'x14' shed-roof structure achieves a look that’s anything
but ordinary with perfectly chosen details –Latte, Barn Red and Pewter
paints, archtop doors, black strap hinges and windows of two shapes.

SPRINGFIELD, 10'x14'. SmartSide siding painted Latte with Barn Red
doors, Devon Cream trim and Pewter accents on the window frames and
grills. Medium Gray shingles, Archtop door, strap hinges, 28"x29" woodframed windows, 60"x10" aluminum window.

RIGHT SIZED
Nothing against an efficient 8'x12' shed – you’ll be amazed at what it will hold, but
consider that a 12'x16' gives you twice as much room – 192 sq. ft. versus 96 – and
allows for larger pieces and more generous work space. Skyline comes in 27 sizes.
This 12'x16' catches the eye with Cherry accents against a handsomely quiet
Driftwood stain and a retro steel roof.
SKYLINE, 12'x16'. SmartSide siding and trim in Driftwood, Galvanized steel roof, Cottage Basic doors,
and 28"x29" wood windows in Cherry accent.
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MINI-CABIN

HOW TO GO FROM BASIC TO BEAUTIFUL
Here’s a favorite model and size – Aurora in 8'x12' – transformed step by step. All begin with Ocean Mist
paint on the siding, Devon Cream on the trim and Weathered Wood shingles.

It may only be 10'x10', but this barn has full-sized 8' high walls, perfect
whether you are ducking in out of the rain or storing a rowboat on its end.
The sun comes in a high gable-end window, too!

BASIC, EVERYTHING INCLUDED
Every Aurora is built to the high
standards of the Signature series,
which are listed on page 67. The
Pushbar door shown here is standard.

WINDOW, SHUTTERS, WIDER DOORS
Here the door style is upgraded to
66" wide Cottage Stall, and a 30"x36"
aluminum window with shutters is
added. The corner boards are painted
in Devon Cream.

REMOTE LOCATION SPECIALISTS
Over the woods and through the hills, we can help you build wherever and whatever
you want and at any size from the charming barn shown above in a remote lakeside
setting up to fully fitted out and finished buildings. If the structure can be trucked in,
installation generally takes less than a day – and often less than an hour!
SKYLINE, 8' HIGH WALLS, 10'x10'. Pine cove siding with Trail Bronze stain, 8' high sides, 12/12 roof pitch,
soffits on gable ends, Weathered Wood shingles, 33" and 54" Pushbar doors, 28"x29" wood-framed
windows, 4' loft, continuous shingle vent (in place of end vents).
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WOWZER GOOD LOOKS!
Go for gorgeous with Nature Wilderness
stain doors, Smart Lap siding, a large
cupola, 28"x29" wood windows and 30"
and 60" flower boxes. Corbels have been
added and painted Devon Cream, as is
the fascia.
INSPIRE
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ONCE INSIDE
Top candidates for making your barn or shed work the way
you want – a loft or two and a workbench with a nicely
sanded edge. Or up the ante with custom flooring and fully
finished wallboard. You might want to run wiring to your
new structure or stay off the grid with solar lighting. See
page 66.

Workbenches are available as an option. Add hooks, bins
or shelves for all your gear.

Lofts come standard with some
barns, and you can add to
or adjust the depth.
22
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Softly painted walls and slate flooring finish
this art studio beautifully.
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THE SKY’S THE LIMIT
No wonder people talk about the Skyline, a barn whose simple lines and careful
proportions please the eye and allow for many adaptations. You can choose from
twenty-seven sizes, specify the roof pitch, increase the wall height, add an overhang
or any accessory (see page 64), and choose any door or window style. And then
dress it up with siding, roofing and finish options!

SKYLINE, 36" OVERHANG, 14'x16'. An extended overhang and heavy-duty
arched timber braces provide welcome shade and shelter. SmartLap siding,
Barn Red paint with accents in Trail Cedarwood stain, Black shingles,
Cottage Basic doors in pine, 28"x29" wood-framed windows, corbels, large
wood vents, awning, coppertop cupola with glass panes.
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PRACTICAL OR FANTASTIC?
HOW ABOUT BOTH?
With white siding and a steel roof, this porch barn caps off a floral quilt
garden beautifully while being big enough for double doors on the far
end (for a mower and tiller) and a potting bench under the windows.

QUIET. BEAUTIFUL.
This barn, a Skyline with a 12/12 pitch roof and custom slate shingles, has won popularity
contests year after year. If you want to please the eye of everyone who sees your barn, we
are happy to recommend this Skyline.

BROOKSIDE, 10'x16'. Soft White with Bronze stain on the porch post and deck.
Craftsman Braced door, 28"x29" wood windows, Crossbar shutters, flower boxes,
steel roof in Galvanized.

SKYLINE, 12/12 PITCH, 14'x16'.
Pine siding, Smoke stain, Archtop doors,
custom shingles, large wood vent.
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TIDYING UP IN 8'x12'
Consider what an organized life awaits without the clutter now in your
garage and basement. A storage barn lets you reclaim those areas and
put them to much better use.

AURORA, 8'x12'. SmartSide siding in Ocean Mist with Soft White and
Coral accents, Cottage Stall doors and a 24"x36" aluminum window.

CAREFREE
This 10'x16' barn with vinyl siding gets it right in so many ways – with
little or no maintenance. A real problem solver!

WE’LL NEVER TELL
High on a ridge overlooking pristine whitewater, location undisclosed, is one of
this year’s best porch barns – part boathouse, part changing room, part camp
kitchen and always your family’s secret hideout.
HORIZON, 10'x14'. Hand-peeled cedar posts coordinate effortlessly with Pine cove siding,
Trail Cedarwood stain, Brown shingles, Craftsman Stall doors, wood windows, cedar
flower boxes and large wood vents.
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SKYLINE, 10'x16'. 5" straight vinyl siding in Olive with White trim,
Weathered Wood shingles, Cottage Crossbuck doors, 30"x36"
aluminum windows, Z-style shutters.

INSPIRE
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“Don’t be shy about
bringing in competitor’s
price sheets. We are
happy to help you make
fair and accurate price
comparisons.”

ADD BARN
AND STIR
This spacious outdoor kitchen makes entertaining family and friends much
easier, especially with clerestory windows that make your work space bright.

THE LITTLE SHED THAT COULD
Shed roof simplicity gets a bump from bold colors in this desert
backyard, ready to store gear or hide pool equipment and supplies.

ELLIOT, 8'x10'. SmartLap siding painted Still Water with Soft
White accents, 54" Pushbar doors in pine with Trail Cedarwood
stain, Medium Gray shingles, 60"x10" window.
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SOMERSET, 12'x20'. SmartSide with Ocean Mist and
Devon Cream trim, Weathered Wood shingles, Cottage
Basic doors in pine with Trail Bronze, and 30"x36"
aluminum windows with Crossbar shutters.
INSPIRE
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GAMBRELS
BIG & LITTLE
Our gambrel barns are roomy and beautifully
constructed, in any size from 8' or 10' wide
Windsors to Ontarios in twenty-nine sizes up to
24'x40' or even larger custom sizes. The largest
come with a full loft and pull-down stairs;
14', 16', and 20' wide barns come with a 4' loft,
and 10' and 12' wide barns have 2' lofts. All sizes
of Ontarios and Windsors have hefty 2"x10"
top plates.

ONTARIO, 12'x16'. Riverway siding, Devon Cream trim
and Weathered Wood shingles. Craftsman Stall doors,
30"x36" aluminum windows, crossbar shutters and a
large cupola.

NO MESS, NO FUSS
Set our professional barn builders to work
for you, and you will have the results you
want lickety-split – superior construction and
a baked-on finish, dimensional shingles with a
30-warranty, and installation that’s quick
and clean.

SAME FOOTPRINT,
MORE SPACE
Maximize your storage space the same way farmers always have. Gambrel-roofed barns
result in a larger loft – farms need it for hay and straw – and it is still a good idea for
maximum storage space.

ONTARIO, 16'x28'. Barn Red SmartSide siding with
Devon Cream trim, Weathered Wood shingles. Pushbar
door, 24"x24" aluminum window and 9'x7' garage door
with decorative strap hinges.
INSPIRE
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COMPACT. CLASSIC.
Windsor gives you all the practical charm of a gambrel
roof in a ten compact sizes from 8'x8' to 10'x20' with
doors on one or both ends.
WINDSOR, 10'x12'. SmartSide in Ocean Mist, Soft White and
Barn Red accent, Medium Gray shingles, Crossbuck doors.

“The secret to a good porch
barn lies under it. Joists
must run crosswise under
the barn and continue out
under the porch. Run them
lengthwise, and the porch
can settle or even separate.
If you want a porch barn,
be sure it's built this way.”

A LITTLE
COUNTRY MUSIC
What else invites a bent willow rocking chair and your grandpappy’s fiddle like a
porch? Or be sensible and use it for stacking wood, dry and airy. Sturdy 6"x6" porch
posts are stained to match the deck.

SCIOTO, 20'x20'. SmartSide in Sage with Khaki trim, Tan shingles and Trail Bronze stain on the large cupola, doors,
windows, and porch deck and posts. Cottage Braced doors in pine, 28"x29" wood windows and 30"x36" aluminum windows with
Z-style shutters.
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CRAFTSMAN
SHELTER
Hip roofs like these are a favorite with Craftsman-style homes, where they
became popular for their comfortable, sheltering feeling.

8/12, NO LESS
Don’t miss the new, higher 8/12 pitch on Payson and Hampton, a difference
that makes these barns much more impressive in your yard and more
comfortable when you step inside. It’s just the way it should be.

PAYSON, 12'x16'. Soft White siding and trim, Medium Gray shingles, Cool Blue
Cottage Stall door 30"x36" aluminum windows, 28"x29" wood windows, paired
6"x6" porch posts and porch deck with Trail Cedarwood stain.

HAMPTON, 12'x16' with 8/12 pitch. SmartSide in Ocean Mist, Soft White trim
and fascia, Medium Gray shingles, Pushbar door in Moody Blue, double 8-light
fiberglass doors and 24"x24" aluminum windows.
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A TOUCH OF
GARDEN MAGIC
When you create a delightful garden nook with a perfectly placed potting shed, it
adds magic in and out. The Gardener gives you an ideal spot for starting seeds or
potting up with its translucent roof, two plant shelves inside and a ridge vent.
Window boxes come standard, too.

GARDENER, 8'X10'. Desert Tan with Soft White trim, Pumpkin door, Weathered Wood shingles,
Craftsman Braced door, cupola.
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The Gardener comes standard with two windows,
shutters and window boxes, and two plant shelves.
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EYE CANDY
Five sides and a one-point roof make this barn an
eye-pleasing surprise in any yard. Fits neatly into
a corner or creates its own corner. When “special
effect” is what you are after.

MARCO, 10'x10'. SmartSide in Pewter with Sandstone trim, Black shingles,
15-light fiberglass doors, 24"x36" aluminum windows, 24" flower boxes,
vinyl shutters.

ROWBOAT. KAYAK.
SUNFISH. CANOE.
Quit paying for winter storage! Organize your
fleet with a spacious boathouse for winter
storage you own. Side and end doors make
springtime launch easy.

THE SMART-BUDGET CHOICE,

NEW ENGLAND

What we call a good basic barn is head and shoulders over what’s on other lots. Here, you get all of
the advantages of quality construction – SmartFinish, SmartFloors, panelization, better paint colors
and application. You’ll never regret paying for quality, and no one will guess how little it cost!
Look at everything that’s included – pressure-treated skids, joists on edge, panelized walls for
strength and a tighter fit, keyed latches and piano hinges, SmartSide and SmartFloors.
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AURORA, 14'x20'. SmartSide siding in Latte with accents in Spun Gold
and a custom green, Weathered Wood shingles, 66" double Archtop
doors, 30"x36" aluminum windows, 30" and 60" cedar flower box, large
wood vents, coppertop cedar cupola with louvers and copper finial.

HANOVER, 12'x20'. SmartSide siding painted in Night Owl with Soft White trim, Medium Gray shingles, Cottage Stall doors,
30"x36" aluminum windows, Z-style shutters, wood vent, cedar flower boxes and a large cupola with sailboat weathervane.
INSPIRE
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BOSTON, 10'x12'. End doors only. Khaki siding,
Devon Cream on the trim and Crossbuck doors,
Weathered Wood shingles and aluminum threshold.

NO MYSTERY HERE
The attraction of these Mystic barns – whether side or end door version – is no mystery. They
are an affordable storage solutions and a substantial, good-looking addition to your backyard.
In both Mystics and the more compact Boston, the shape of a gambrel barn roof gives you
more headroom and loft storage, the traditional way to get maximum space per footprint.

MYSTIC END DOOR, 10'x10'. Barn Red
siding, custom color trim and doors,
Weathered Wood shingles, Craftsman
Crossbuck doors, wood vents.

LOW PRICE

GUARANTEE
FIND A LOWER PRICE? WE’LL MATCH IT!
MYSTIC SIDE DOOR, 10'x16'. Green Stone siding with Willow trim and Sage
Braced doors, 24"x36" aluminum windows and Medium Gray shingles.
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Shop with confidence – it’s our policy to be fair.
See your dealer for details.
INSPIRE
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MICRO-FARMING,
RE-IMAGINED
Everywhere there is a little land, people are reimagining farming, bringing new life to
the countryside and passing the joys of country living on to the next generation. This
barn, whether adapted from a standard model or custom designed, will do all of that
while keeping your favorite animals warm, dry and safe.

44
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A LITTLE SOMETHING EQUINE
This stable is a modified Hartford, but you can also start with an Aurora, Hanover
or Mystic and convert it into a stable with red gates and an 8'x12' tack room.
Perimeters are reinforced for delivery without flooring. Dutch doors are available.
HARTFORD STABLE, 12'x28'. Modified Hartford with Smartside in Wilderness Cedar stain and steel
roofing in Galvanized. Two 8' wide red gates, 6' high divider, 4' high kickboards, 28"x29" wood
windows with Cherry accents, large cupola with horse weathervane.
HENRIETTA, 6'X6'. Available in five sizes. The Henrietta chicken coop is the ideal home for your
flock. SmartSide in Willow with Weathered Wood shingles.

INSPIRE
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HARTFORD, 10'x14'. SmartSide siding painted
Ocean Mist with Devon Cream and Night Owl
accents, Medium Gray shingles, Pushbar door,
24"x36" aluminum window with Z-style shutters
and cedar flower box, large cupola.

“Don’t buy a barn built the
old way. Modern wood
technology results in a barn
100% better than those
built, say, 20 years ago. Be
sure your builder uses new
methods and materials.”

QUALITY WOODEN PLAYHOUSES

KIDZSPACE

Escape the plastics with a beautifully built wooden playhouse – in colors that brighten a
child’s heart and make a playhouse unique in the world. Each of our playhouses has a sense of
authenticity that a child knows intuitively, setting standards that can only be positive. One child after
another can enjoy these tough little playhouses with their child-safe glass windows, discrete adult
doors on one end and child-size lofts. Perfect for princess tea parties, circus parades and pirate
hideouts, a place for imagination, a home of their own.

Ask about paying through Rent-to-Own.
Prepare your site and arrange for delivery.
That’s all there is to it!
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DELAWARE, 8'x10'. Go traditional shed style with a saltbox
roof. Willow siding, Devon Cream trim and Viva Violet accent,
Weathered Wood shingles, Cottage Stall doors, 24"x24"
aluminum windows, flower box and cupola.

CLUBHOUSE, 8'x12'. SmartSide painted Cherry with Viva Violet, Turquoise and Lemon. Weathered Wood shingles, 14"x21"
and octagonal windows.
INSPIRE
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If you had a house…
and you painted it pink,

And you had a porch to lean on and think,
Who might you invite for cookies and tea,
A captain’s parrot or a whale from the sea,
The Cat in the Hat or maybe even me?

WELCOME, LORDS & LADIES,
to a fairytale castle built for waving magic wands, frightening
off the dragons and slurping up your daily porridge.
CASTLE, 8'x8'. Night Owl siding, with pine door in Trail Bronze stain
and Soft White trim and shutters. Medium Gray shingles. Please
consider the optional porch and deck.

PLAY WELL.
TOGETHER.
VICTORIAN, 8'x8'. SmartSide painted Princess Pink with Soft White accents, Medium Gray
shingles, 14"x21" windows and 3'x8' deck. Porch and deck are optional, but who can resist?
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Bright paints make a statement on front doors
and trim, but their specialty is in making
playhouses playful, where color tells children
this is a place especially for them.

INSPIRE
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VICTORIAN, 8'x10'. A pirate captain’s hideaway? In Ocean Mist, Cool Blue and
Soft White with Medium Gray shingles and 14"x21" windows.

EVERYTHING YOU HAVE EVER WANTED

CUSTOM STRUCTURES

Architecturally inspired, absolutely unique and custom-fitted to your needs, these garages, studios,
offices, pool houses and backyard follies lift your spirits every time you see them. With Custom
you have luxe choices in doors, windows, shutters, exposed rafters, all the details that make the
difference. Custom lets you go further with options like Spanish cedar doors, cathedral ceilings and
special sidings. With Hudson Bay Custom, the possibilities are endless.

CLUBHOUSE, 8'x12'. Smartside painted Soft White with Kid’s Orange,
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Turquoise and Dill Pickle. Tan shingles, octagonal and 14"x21" windows.
INSPIRE

AURORA CUSTOM, 10'x12'. Long shutters, exposed rafters, corbels, cedar shakes, 9-light Spanish cedar doors
and a coppertop cupola. SmartSide siding in Sage, trim and doors in Khaki, and triple wood windows.

CUSTOM INSIDE
Porches on both sides provide outdoor shade for animals, and inside, metal grills
keep the custom-built stalls airy. The 28' x 36' barn is both practical and pleasant
with a full concrete floor, pine stalls and plentiful windows.

Part of the barn serves as a machine shed. Stairs make access to the full
second floor much easier than an old-fashioned hayloft ladder.

COPPER UP TOP

Donkeys, goats and ponies call this brand new barn home, and aren’t they the lucky
ones? At 28'x36' with overhangs on both sides and a full second floor for straw and
hay, this custom-built barn was designed for maximum usefulness. A gleam of copper
highlights the pent roof and an extra-large, coppertop cupola.

The barn has custom-built stalls and ample space for a woodshop.
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“We can build a studio, cottage,
pool house … whatever you
want. Our efficient, Earthfriendly building methods give
you fast installation and more
for your money. Let us help …
we can advise whether to
adapt a structure or start with
a custom architectural plan.”

POOL HOUSE,
GUESTHOUSE

BRING THE RESORT HOME FOR FAMILY AND GUESTS
A trio of sliding glass doors open to splashing kids and smiling parents. “It’s like
vacationing in our own backyard,” say the happy owners. The pool house/guest
house has easy-care stone and stucco siding, and inside, guests and family find tile
floors, a full entertainment-style kitchen, and changing rooms. This design began
with a very modified Lexington, 20'x48', with the pitch increased to accommodate a
cathedral ceiling and a loft with guest bedrooms and en suite baths.
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WE MAKE IT EASY

“Since we build
garages both custom
and by adapting barn
structures, ask us!
We will advise which
way is best and least
costly for you.”

L-shaped and custom-fitted to the lot, this big red barn has a full-height cathedral loft over
garage space and a walk-out first floor on the far side. This one is custom, but you can
easily convert a Skyline or Aurora to a garage with three simple adaptations: (1) 8' side
walls, (2) 9'x7' insulated garage door, and (3) plank or concrete flooring.

SKYLINE, 20'x24'. SmartSide in Khaki with Sandstone trim, Weathered Wood shingles,
9'x7' garage door with decorative strap hinges, Craftsman Stall door, 28"x29" wood windows,
a coppertop cupola with glass panes and Z-style shutters.

Go custom with your garage for maximum flexibility in dimensions
and detailing. This lets you match your house and fit out the
interior to suit your vehicles or hobbies.
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YOU CAN DO THIS

Think, “dream house” or “dream job” – nice ideas that may never quite materialize.
Now and then, however, a dream comes along that’s easily doable, like these custom
barns. These are structures to transform any outdoor space. Many options let you do
it your way, and each can be installed in a single day.

MARCO CUSTOM, 12'x12'. 5-sided footprint. Exposed rafters, custom slate
shingles, Smoke stain on cedar lap siding, double full-light Spanish cedar
doors, double 20"x60" windows and awning.

BACKYARD JEWEL
ELLIOT CUSTOM, 8'x10'. Small but simply perfect, this shed-roofed Dana has 8" cedar
lap siding with luxurious custom stains. An awning and 10-light Spanish Cedar doors
bring this simple form to glorious life.

BACKYARD DESTINATION
At the end of the pathway, a refined micro-house with all the right details – cedar
shakes on roof, gable end and dormer, plant shelves ready for a grand display, long
windows framed with long shutters. SKYLINE CUSTOM, 10'x16'. Spanish cedar 9-light
doors, 20”x60” windows, Spun Gold and Devon Cream.
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LP Smartside® Precision panels
with cedar grain texture exteriors
are engineered to last longer.
SmartFinish®, a smooth interior
is much more attractive than
grainy, blotchy plywood.

6" SMARTLAP

8" PINE COVE

5" STRAIGHT VINYL

WHAT TO LOOK FOR IN LAP SIDING

Our pine cove and SmartLap siding are better than most
because they are designed with clear drip paths that channel
rainwater away. This prevents wicking to the inside, which can
cause rot.

GARAGE DOORS

WHITE

SHINGLES

ALMOND

TAUPE

BROWN

shown as dimensional shingles

TAN

STEEL ROOFS

TEAK

WEATHERED
WOOD

GREEN

LIGHT GRAY

MEDIUM GRAY

BLACK

BROWN

RUSTIC RED

BURNISHED
SLATE

HUNTER GREEN

GALLERY BLUE

BURGUNDY

BLACK

CREAM

GRAY

ALMOND

OLIVE

CLAY

FLINT

BLUE

CLAY

WEATHERWOOD

REDWOOD

BROWN

MAROON

GREEN

BLACK

BROWN
29 gauge.

GALVANIZED

VINYL SIDING

WHITE

VINYL SHUTTERS

PERFECTLY PUMPKIN

WHITE

FAST ESCAPE

Everything about this tranquil symmetrical design is kicked up a notch with
Pumpkin paint, a perfect contrast that jolts this garden from quietly elegant to
simply sensational.

Cottages that spring up
overnight
FIRST FLOOR

CUSTOM SINGLE-POINT ROOF, 10'x10'. Pine cove siding in Pumpkin, 8-light Spanish cedar doors, 20"x36" wood windows,
exposed rafters and standing seam steel roof in Gavalume.
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SECOND FLOOR

In 48 hours – or less – your new
cottage can be installed anywhere you
want. Panelized walls and roof are
factory-made, adding precision,
reducing cost and slashing on-site
time. From 20'x24' to 24'x40'. See your
dealer for specs.
INSPIRE
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TO DAY'S PA LET TE
STANDARD PAINTS

SPUN GOLD

Soft White also available

CEDAR

PREMIUM PAINTS

BURLAP

KHAKI

SANDSTONE

WILDERNESS STAINS

DEVON CREAM

D OOR S

OCEAN MIST

NANTUCKET

MAHOGANY

GREEN STONE

TRAIL STAINS

For SmartSide and SmartLap

NATURE

PEWTER

DRIFTWOOD

CHESTNUT

BARN RED

For pine

CEDARWOOD

BRONZE

SMOKE

Using a premium paint for siding costs a little more.

LATTE

WILLOW

OAK LEAF

DESERT TAN

PUMPKIN

MOODY BLUE

MOSS

PUSHBAR (STANDARD)

STALL

BRACED

CROSSBUCK

ROUNDTOP

ARCHTOP
Double doors only.

COTTAGE STALL

COTTAGE BRACED

COTTAGE CROSSBUCK

CRAFTSMAN PUSHBAR

CRAFTSMAN STALL

CRAFTSMAN BRACED

PRE-HUNG
8-LIGHT
FIBERGLASS

PRE-HUNG
9-LIGHT
FIBERGLASS

PRE-HUNG
15-LIGHT
FIBERGLASS

RIVERWAY

SUPER BRIGHTS
LEMON

STILL WATER

SAGE

FRENCH ROAST

NIGHT OWL

BLACK FOX

PRINCESS PINK

KID'S
ORANGE

DILL
PICKLE

CORAL

COOL
BLUE

WHERE FINISHES ARE APPLIED
Base Areas
CHERRY

Trim & Accent Areas

TURQUOISE

COTTAGE BASIC ALSO AVAILABLE. SEE PAGE 19.

VIVA VIOLET

L
A Siding
H

B Corner boards
C Fascia
D Door panels

C

E

E Corbels
F Door trim
G Trim around doors (on barn)
H Wood vents

J

I Window trim

I
K

B
A

G

F

J Wood shutters
K Wood flower boxes

D

L Cupola

CRAFTSMAN
CROSSBUCK

PRE-HUNG
SOLID PANEL
FIBERGLASS

PRE-HUNG
4-LIGHT
FIBERGLASS

M Awning (not shown)
N Wood windows (not shown)
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Printing does not allow for absolutely accurate hue representation.
See your dealer for actual samples.

INSPIRE
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F I NISHING T OU CHES

BA R N R A I S I N G

A

After more than 24 years of building barns,
garages, playhouses, potting sheds, cabins and
houses, our structures still go together like oldfashioned barn raisings, where each relies on the
top skills of the company’s craftsmen, renewable
resources and efficient methods.

B

Coppertop cedar cupolas
with glass or louvers
C
Cupolas, medium or large in
unfinished, treated wood

D

E

WEATHERVANES

Weathervanes available only on cupolas. A: Carriage B: Rooster
C: Eagle D: Horse E: Sailboat

THOUGHTFUL PREPARATION. We begin with
thoughtful designs that complement every housing
style. We then carefully choose bright lumber,
cleaner and straighter than in many houses.
OUR PANELIZING PROCESS IS UNIQUE, a word
we do not use loosely. It builds straighter, stronger
walls that fit together tightly.

WINDOWS

Aluminum windows
available in white
or dark brown.
Wood windows are
available in 28"x29"
and 20"x36".

Aluminum 24"x36"
single hung with grills

Aluminum 30"x36"
single hung with grills

Wood Window, 28"x29"
or 20"x36" stationary with grills

Aluminum, 24"x24"
stationary with grills

BAKED-ON FINISHES. Paint and stain cure
best with seven days of hot, sunny weather, a near
impossibility. We took the process indoors to a new
facility, where heat and UV exposure replicate a
hot sun, improving the adhesion of paint or stain
on every factory-built barn. And now available with
built-on-site barns, too!

A BETTER WAY TO BUILD. Panelization wastes less; creates stronger, straighter, tighter walls;
and goes together quickly at the site. Overall, it’s better than stick building.

STRONGER FLOORS. We install
joists on edge, multiplying their
strength and stability. It takes more
lumber and time, but the advantage
is huge – imagine how hard it would be to replace the
beams under a barn! Do it right to begin with, we think.

SHUTTERS

Left to right: Wood Crossbar,
Wood Z-style, Vinyl louvered

C

PANELIZING IS CLEAN AND GREEN.
It uses lumber efficiently, generates
less waste and lets us build a barn
on site with surprising speed and
little site disturbance.

D

A

B
E
F
A: Aluminum Threshold Plates (standard with garage doors) B: Cedar Window Box, 24", 30", 48", 60", 72" C: Awning D: Corbels
E: Drop Rods (use with wood doors) F: Strap Hinges (decorative and functional, replaces piano hinge)

RADIANT
BARRIER

Most barns are not paint-cured properly, but with a new baked-on process, ours are!

HOW TO PREPARE YOUR SITE

Reduces solar heat
gain significantly
and installs in place
of regular roof
sheathing.

A 3"-4" deep #57 limestone pad that is
24" larger than barn dimensions (12" for

SIDE (EAVE) VIEW OF BARN

SKIDS ARE PART
OF THE BARN

OPTIONAL
LANDSCAPE FABRIC

NOT TO EXCEED 12" DEEP

each side) is recommended. Customer is
responsible for site preparation, building or
zoning permits and any caulking.
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Reverse Gable Dormer

Portable Metal Ramps

Treated Ramps, 54" or 66" wide
Ramps are 48" deep

#57 LIMESTONE PAD - 3" TO 4"
Inquire at your dealer for other ways to prepare a site.
INSPIRE
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OFF THE GRID!

S TA N DA R D F E AT UR E S

This custom off-the-grid structure near Lake
Erie is powered efficiently by solar cells with
these advantages:
n long-term electric savings

New England Series - page 41-46

Signature Series - page 11-40

KidzSpace - page 47-50

Wood Doors

6' H, 2"x3" frame, adjustable
steel brace, keyed door latch
Single door: 33" W
Double door: 54" W

6' H, 2"x3" frame, adjustable
steel brace, keyed door latch
Single door: 33" W
Double door: 54" W

2"x3" frame, adjustable steel brace,
keyed door latch
Adult door: 26"x63" or 33"x72"
Child door: 20"x40"

Single Door

6' W barns

6' W barns plus Brookside &
Gardener

26"x63" Clubhouse & Victorian
33"x72" Castle

Double Door

8' W and wider barns

8' W and wider barns except
Gardener

Piano hinge

Aluminum, 6' continuous

Aluminum, 6' continuous

Aluminum, 6' continuous

Siding

SmartSide® or 5" straight vinyl

SmartSide®, 6" SmartLap, 8" pine
cove or 5" straight vinyl

SmartSide®

Panel seams

Caulked with sealant

Caulked with sealant

Caulked with sealant

Wall framing

2"x4" wall framing, 24" on center

2"x4" wall framing, 16" on center

2"x4" wall framing, 24" on center

Vents

Two 8"x16" aluminum vents
(one for 6' wide barns)

Two small wood vents
(one for 6' wide barns)

Continuous shingle ridge vent

Pressure-treated
skids

4"x4" skids: 6' W (2), 8' W (3),
10' W (5), 12' W (5), 14' W (5),
16' W (8), 20' W (10), 24' W (10)

4"x4" skids: 6' W (2), 8' W (3),
10' W (5), 12' W (5), 14' W (5),
16' W (6), 20' W (8), 24' W (9)

4"x4" skids: 4' W (2), 6' W (2),
8' W (2)

n tax credits, rebates and other incentives
n increased home value
n v irtually maintenance-free solar panels
(25-year lifetime)
n payback in as few as ten years
Solar is an idea whose time has come. We can
help you arrange installation for a barn or shed,
garage, cabin, cottage or home.
Three thermal collectors (left) provide
hot water for the building.

4"x4" skids: 12' W (5), 14' W (6), 16'
W (6), 18' W (6), 20' W (7), 21' W (7),
23' W (8)

Pressure-treated
skids, Lexington
& Scioto
Floor joists

2"x4" untreated joists, on edge,
16" on center, with treated rim

2"x4" treated joists, on edge,
16" on center, with treated rim

2"x4" untreated joists, on edge,
16" on center, with treated rim

Flooring

3/4" SmartFloor

3/4" SmartFloor or 3/4" premium
grade pressure-treated plywood

3/4" SmartFloor

Trusses

24" on center

24" on center

24" on center

Fascia

4"

6"

4"

Shingles

25-year 3-tab fiberglass

30-year dimensional fiberglass

30-year dimensional fiberglass

Roof sheathing

7/16" OSB

7/16" OSB

7/16" OSB

Warranty

5 - year, top to bottom

20 - year, top to bottom

20 - year, top to bottom

Aluminum drip edge on
all roof edges

Signature and New England vinyl barns
SmartSide door painted or stained any one color

SmartSide, SmartLap and vinyl barns come with SmartSide
doors. Pine siding comes with a pine door.

Continuous shingle ridge vent (no end vents)
Choice of siding/trim/shutter hues (corner trim same as siding)
White or Clay for soffit and fascia
Aluminum threshold plates
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RELAX. We’ve got you covered
with Louisiana Pacific’s 5-year,
100% labor and replacement
warranty for SmartSide and a 50year pro-rated, limited warranty
on the substrate. SmartFloor has a
5-year limited warranty and that’s in
addition to our 20-year warranty for
Signature.
INSPIRE
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FACTORY DIRECT.

BUILD INSTALL INSPIRE

Sets up on your lot in an hour or less. Built for strength
and economy with heavy lumber and the toughest exterior
siding available. New max capacity with heavy-duty 3/4"
flooring, efficient, road-ready sizes, secure piano hinges
and keyed locks. Four models, eight options and Rent-toOwn, so why wait? Call for a catalog today or see Catskill
on our lots or our website.

2017-2018

jdmstructures.com/catskill

JDM STRUCTURES

jdmstructures.com

